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Countdown News to 17th-19th Nov Storms No3 (issued16th Nov)

The Unfolding storms and what to expect for Britain,
Ireland, Scandinavia and around the world.
- South/West coasts Brit & Ireland also under threat.
- N Sea coastal flood risk remains 50/50
- Simultaneous storm events predicted across world
- USA, East Pacific, Philippines / S China Sea, N Indian Ocean / Sri Lanka, NE Australia
(Coral Sea / Queensland)

Piers Corbyn, astrophysicist of WeatherAction gives the latest developments around the
WeatherAction Red Weather Warnings driven by WeatherAction’s Solar Weather Impact
Periods (SWIPs) of 11-13 Nov & 17-19 Nov (dates to within a day from about 100 days ahead and
re-confirmed mid Oct)
WeatherAction key extreme event forecast statements - and comments so far - in double-storm
periods 11-13 Nov (‘prelude’) & 17-19 Nov; as in issued forecasts:
- for damaging winds; deluges; thunder/tornado risk; and coastal flood risk in Ireland,
Britain & Scandinavia & Benelux (espec Holland) .
- and specific forecasted extreme events around the world 17th-19th Nov

For 11-13th Nov SWIP & Red Warning with
Mod/high thunder/tornado risk
Top Gusts (Brit/Ire) 50-80mph
Likely possible weather map scenario:
High pressure to S. Waves of frontal activity are likely coming from the
W/NW associated with low centred N Norway sea / North Scandinavia.
Fronts pass through Britain & NI & into Scandinavia.

The extra thunder/tornado risk was confirmed with
thunderstorms in the period and a tornado in Benfleet
Essex on the morning of 14th - 60 homes were damaged –
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/essex/8360298.stm http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/hi/uk_reviews/newsid_8361000/8361301.stm

Top gusts in region of 50-80mph on land were confirmed - above link &
http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/hi/uk_reviews/newsid_8358000/8358625.stm ;
http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/hi/uk_reviews/newsid_8360000/8360423.stm ; http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/wales/8360168.stm , &
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/8360106.stm which also reports 100mph winds at sea - the Needles Isle

Of Wight.

Piers commented, “We are very pleased with the 11-13th results. The likely possible weathermap scenario was also
reasonably confirmed although there was more activity in South Britain. This however gives us more confidence
that extremes around 17th-19th in Ire/Britain, Europe & the world will develop beyond the expectations of standard
meteorology.
“We expect Standard Met forecasts issued from the 16th to change more towards the SWT scenario.
“The forecasted quieter interlude around 14-16th has been somewhat quieter than 11-13th but has got squeezed at
both ends which again confirms our general prediction of major SWIP effects in this general period 11-19th Nov”
Full detailed Brit & Ire forecasts for these periods and all November including top winds and for
Extreme events around the world: http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp . Interested people should
realize that WeatherAction receives no state support and research and forecast production is funded by
forecast sales so we make no apology in urging people to subscribe or donate via this link.

For 17-19th (to within a day) Major TOP SWIP and Red Warning with
Top Thunder/Tornado Risk
Sev gales inland, Force 10 to 12 at Sea (gusts 75mph to 100mph)
‘Stormy with heavy rain’ - N Sea Storm &
N sea storm SURGE = Coastal flood warnings East Anglia & Holland
Likely possible weather map scenario:
Atlantic ridge, powerful deep ‘dartboard’ low moving E centred N of Scot going into Scand
Uncertainty: Low could be further Nth so fetch of strong winds in N sea insufficient for danger of ‘overtopping’ of sea
defences.

Piers says “As it stands Standard Short range forecast maps show strong evidence (90% at this stage) that
the thunder at least, Sev gales inland and A dartboard low and a storm in the N Sea will be confirmed
(see maps below) the question of a N’ly storm surge and consequent coastal flood risk in East Anglia and
Holland is still open and on coastal floods risk there are two important points:
(i)

The severity of the (South-)Westerly winds on these MO maps and the extra Solar Factor
enhancement the SWT confidently expects in the SWIP 17-19th means that there are now likely
threats to vulnerable Southern & Western coasts (as well) in regions shown on BBC map of
general coastal flood risk: http://climaterealists.com/?id=4366 and to North Holland / Danish NW
German coasts. NB. Wind effects will be enhanced by New Moon 16th extra tidal effect.

(ii)

The 96hr ahead MO map for 19th is consistent with our long range forecast and if the centre of
the low heads into Norway in line with our expectation N’ly gales will follow with an
associated North Sea Storm surge and coastal flood risk/Warnings in East England and
Holland. At this moment that scenario remains (from SWT view) more likely than not; and as
stated at the conference in Imperial College Oct 28th in the presence of BBC the possibility of
some actual consequent coastal flooding remains at 50/50: video http://www.kane-tv.com/wa/piers3.html

Extreme Events around the world in period around 17th-19th Nov 2009
For 17th-19th our Weather Action Indicators mean that events are likely to take standard meteorology
by surprise all over the world even from less than 3 days ahead. In world terms 17–19th Nov is a
very significant SWIP which will see many (near) simultaneous major extreme events worldwide
in the same ~3 day period affecting many countries & every continent.
The specific forecasted extreme events under SWT25d for around 17th-19th Nov are:
-

USA Enhanced Tornado thunder (& blizzard or flood risk in the right circumstances)

- East Tropical Pacific Storm formation likely: Most likely off Mexico New storm TS or H1
prob heading out further into Pacific. Confidence 80%. Prob of landfall hit <10%

-

West Pacific Tropical storm / Typhoon formation: One or two storms forming in South
China Sea &/or East of Philippines. Reaching level T1-3. Philippines & South China /
Vietnam subsequent land hits likely (80%).

-

One late season N Indian Ocean TC prob to East of Sri Lanka with Sri Lanka hit likely.

-

One early season TC forming off NE Australia in Coral Sea / S Pacific East of Brisbane,
tracking NW. No landfall but effect on Queensland.

It is up to users to assess our forecasts but for guidance the 11 boxed statements above are all the explicit
high confidence forecast statements of storm developments we issued for the prelude (11-13) and main
(17-19) periods (timing within one day).

And What about CO2 & ‘Global Warming’ ?
“In view of the Copenhagen Climate Summit and related climate and weather scare stories it is
important to note that these extreme events forecasts are driven by predictable particle and magnetic
activity from the sun. CO2/ Global Warming religion plays no part whatsoever in the incidence
of extreme weather events and CO2 centered models of climate change have demonstrated
zero or negative forecasting ability (see WANews80 http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=103&c=1 )“
Further Information & NEW Links to latest VIDEOS:
th

See www.weatheraction.com for latest weather news and for presentations / reports of Oct 28 WeatherAction
Conference Climate Change, The Solar Weather Technique & The future of Forecasting

WANews No 86: http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews09No86.pdf ;
WA NewsNo85 = http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=108&c=1
Climate Change Debate Sky TV - Piers Corbyn & John Ackers - 19th Oct 2009
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6zSLQA-BrY Piers Corbyn challenges Global Warmers to come up
with observational evidence for their claims to the WeatherAction Oct 28th conference. They failed to
attend, send anyone or present or convey any case.
Climate Change, The Solar Weather Technique & The future of Forecasting Oct 28th Imperial
College - Conference Highlights: http://www.youtube.com/user/superclimate
See www.weatheraction.com for conference Reports & presentations.
Piers Corbyn Oct 28th Conference Opening remarks – We stand for Evidence-based science:
http://www.kane-tv.com/wa/piers1.html
Sammy Wilson DUP MP at Oct 28th conference - blasts the hypocrisy of the ‘Global Warmers’ :
http://www.kane-tv.com/wa/sammywilson.html
How Piers Corbyn's Solar Weather Technique of long range forecasting works - Video of Session
III of Oct 28th conference on http://www.kane-tv.com/wa/piers3.html . This is also in YouTube bites via
right side bar of http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6zSLQA-BrY This includes forecast comments
for 17th-19th.
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